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Foreword

     ll life on earth depends on a healthy environment. But
with growing concerns like population growth;
urbanization and industrialisation, climate change and
its uncertain implications have strained the
environment and all its  resources. The daunting
conclusion of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Report on irreversible damage to
climate threshold, confirming catastrophic impacts
makes environmental awareness an imperative.

Keeping this in view, the students of the Department of
Economics brings out the 5th Edition of Artha-Patra, the
E-magazine. The contributions reflect the marking of
World Environment Day by the students and being a
part of the worldwide campaign.

I, being the Mentor of Artha-Patra congratulate the
entire editorial team and all the contributors for
bringing out this edition.
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Best wishes
Tanushree Baruah
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Green economy is described as low carbon, resource efficient and socially inclusive. In a green
economy, growth in employment and income are a result of public and private investment into such
economic activities, infrastructure and assets that allow reduced carbon emissions and pollution,
enhanced energy and resource efficiency, and prevention of the loss of biodiversity and ecosystem
services. , The 2011 UN Environment Project Green Economy report states that “to be green, an
economy must not only be efficient, but also fair". The current economic system is destroying our
natural resources and thereby, eroding the prosperity of future generations. Large-scale logging,
depletion of the oceans’ fish stocks and the loss of arable soil are foremost examples of this
development. The follow-up costs of climate change and loss of biodiversity alone could run up to
one quarter of global GNP by 2050. The green investments need to be enabled and supported through
focused public expenditure, policy reforms and changes in taxation and regulation. The UN
Environment advocates a development path that understands natural capital as a critical economic
asset and a source of public benefits, especially for poor people whose livelihoods depend on natural
resources. The idea of green economy does not replace sustainable development. Instead, it creates
a new focus on the economy, investment, capital and infrastructure, employment and skills and
positive social and environmental outcomes across Asia and the Pacific

.
• Policy Mainstreaming - It approaches the target by supporting the mainstreaming of the green
economy in all relevant policy areas at regional and national levels. Development of appropriate tools,
including strategic environmental assessments, environmental and climate evaluation, social impact
assessments, environmental, social and green procurement standards. Policy support for the
development of green economy and low-carbon development strategies and for their implementation
at national or regional level.

• Economic Instruments - UN Environment supports the development and promotion of Green
Financial Sector Regulations and assistance for policymakers to foster the incorporation of the
financial sector in the transformation process towards the green economies.

TOWARDS A SAFER FUTURE: GREEN ECONOMY
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Over the last decade, a frequent claim has been made that the traditional economic models need
to be reformed in order to address climate change, biodiversity losses, water scarcity, etc., while
at the same time addressing social and economic challenges.

Sustainable consumption and production intends to improve production processes and
consumption practices to reduce resource consumption, waste generation and emissions
across the full life cycle of processes and products –while Resource Efficiency refers to the
ways in which resources are used to deliver value to society and aims to reduce the number of
resources needed, and emissions and waste generated, per unit of product or service. The
Green Economy provides a macro-economic approach to sustainable economic growth with a
central focus on investments, employment and skills.multi-stakeholder partnerships for the
build-up of a Green Economy are supported to accelerate and develop sustainable changes in
both consumption and production patterns.

Capacity Building - Development of capacity building initiatives and activities to address
immediate Green Economy knowledge gaps, needs and policy priorities. Integration of long-
term institutional knowledge and skills through policy dialogues, training and the application
of tool kits with the aim of strengthening organisational commitment and capacities to drive
Green Economy policy development, implementation and compliance.
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JONBEEL MELA
Where Barter Tradition Stil l  Remains Alive

At an age where the world economy is doing post-cash means, there are areas that are

still in pre-cash days. The annual Jonbeel Mela in the Morigaon district of Assam is one

such occasion where the tradition of Barter is performed, where people still barter for

essential commodities. It is a three-day indigenous community fair held during Magh

Bihu at a historic place known as Dayang Belguri at Jonbeel near Jagiroad in the

Morigaon district of Assam.

The Mela is said to have begun not later than the 15th century A.D. It was first

organized by The Tiwa (Lalung) under the patronage of the Gobha Kingdom especially

to discuss the prevailing political situation. The titular Gobha King still oversees the

arrangements for the fair and conducts a “durbar” on the concluding day of the event. 

Kashmiri Das
UG 4th Semester
Department of Economics
Cotton University
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Being the only one regular event in the
northeastern states where the barter system
is still practised, it attracts people in large
numbers from the Tiwa, khasi, karbi, Rabha
and Jaintia communities living in the border
village of Meghalaya and Assam. The theme
of the mela is harmony and brotherhood
among the indigenous Assamese
communities and tribes scattered in
Northeast India.

The three-day annual fair begins with large
numbers of hill Tiwas coming down and
building small makeshift huts with bamboos
they bring and spread thatch on the floor to
spend the night and the king joining the
community feast. Before the start of the fair,
an Agni puja or fire worship is held for the
well-being of the people there and for a good
harvest for the next season. The much-
awaited exchange of agricultural products by
both the hill and plains tribes begins hours
before sunrise on the second day where
goods like turmeric, ginger, pepper, bamboo
shoot, pumpkin, ash guard, fruits, and
medicinal herbs that the Tiwa and other tribes
from the hills bring with them are bartered for
rice, pithas, fish, chira (flattened rice), sandoh
(ground roasted rice) and other items grown
in the plains which cannot be produced in the
hilly area. As soon as the barter trade is over
by noon, it is time for the visitors to flock to the
makeshift markets of household goods 

and spend the currencies with them
to choose and buy from a range of
products including wooden furniture,
quilt, mattress, fishing implements,
bamboo and cane products and
utensils. Members from every Tiwa
family and dozens of other
communities come to catch fish at the
beel. Various types of traditional and
cultural performances are also seen in
the three-day-long fair; people
display some fresh produce and local
poultry.

Traditionally, followed customs like
cock-fights are performed even
though this is now banned in most
states in India.By nightfall every day,
the festival changes its character and
transforms into what is more typically
understood by the term “mela”. The
traditional barter system of
exchanging agricultural products still
continues on the last day of the fair. At
the concluding function of the fair on
the final day,the Gobha king comes
where he holds a “durbar” and listens
to his people’s complaints and
collects the token royal taxes from the
kingdoms of Assam in Morigaon,
Nagaon and Karbi Anglong districts
and parts of Meghalaya.

From trading in the age-old-barter
system to the bonding it knots
between various tribes and
communities, Jonbeel Mela has its
own special significance among the
locals. Assamese novelist Dr. Rita
Chowdhury in her Sahitya Akademy
Award winning novel ‘Deo Langkhui’
refers Jonbeel Mela as a symbol of
union between the eastern Assam
and western Assam, which becomes a
place for exchanging merchandise
and a place for exchanging hearts.
This fair gloriously keeps the world’s
ancient trade system alive.
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ভাৰতৰ সাংিবধািনক কাঠােমাৰ অধীনত
পিৰেৱশ সৰু�া

ভাৰতৰ সংিবধান �কােনা িনি�য় নহয় বৰ� সময়ৰ লেগ লেগ িবকিশত আ� বিৃ� �পাৱা এক জীৱ� নিথ।
সংিবধানত পিৰেৱশ সুৰ�াৰ িনিদ� � িবধানসমেূহা ভ� িমৰ �মৗিলক আইনখনৰ এই িবৱত� নশীল �কৃিত আ� বিৃ�ৰ
স�াৱনাৰ ফল। আমাৰ সংিবধানৰ ��াৱনাই সমাজৰ সমাজবাদী আিহ�  আ� ব�ি�ৰ ময�াদা িনি�ত কেৰ। মান�
জীৱন ধাৰণৰ মানদ� আ� �দষূণমু� পিৰেৱশ ইয়াৰ অ�িন�িহত। পিৰেৱশ (সুৰ�া) আইন, ১৯৮৬ �য় পিৰেৱশৰ
সং�া িদেছ �য “পিৰেৱশত পানী, বায় ুআ� ভ� িম আ� বায়,ু পানী আ� ভ� িম আ� মানহু, অন�ান� জীৱ, উি�দ,
অণজুীৱ আ� স�ি�ৰ মাজত আ� মাজত থকা পাৰ�িৰক স�ক�  অ�ভ��� কৰা �হেছ”।

ভাৰতীয় সংিবধানৰ �মৗিলক কত� ব� স�ক�য় অধ�ায়ত পিৰেৱশ সুৰ�াৰ বােব �িতজন নাগিৰকৰ ওপৰত
��ভােৱ কত� ব� আেৰাপ কৰা �হেছ। অনেু�দ ৫১-ক (ছ),ত �কাৱা �হেছ �য “বন, �দ, নদী আ� বন��াণীেক ধিৰ
�াকৃিতক পিৰেৱশৰ সুৰ�া আ� উ�িত কৰা আ� জীৱ-জ�ৰ �িত দয়া �কাশ কৰােটা ভাৰতৰ �িতজন
নাগিৰকৰ কত� ব� হ’ব।”

ভাৰতীয় সংিবধানৰ অধীনত িনেদ�শনামলূক নীিতসমেূহ কল�াণকামী ৰা� গিঢ় �তালাৰ আদশ�ৰ িদশত িনেদ� িশত কিৰিছল।
স�ু পিৰেৱেশা কল�াণকামী ৰা�ৰ অন�তম উপাদান। ৪৭ নং অনেু�দত উে�খ আেছ �য ৰা�ই িনজৰ জনসাধাৰণৰ প�ুৰ
�ৰ আ� জীৱন ধাৰণৰ মানদ� বিৃ� কৰা আ� জন�া��ৰ উ�িত কৰােটা িনজৰ �াথিমক কত� ব�ৰ িভতৰত গণ� কিৰব
লািগব। জন�া��ৰ উ�িতৰ িভতৰত পিৰেৱশৰ সৰু�া আ� উ�িতও অ�ভ���, যাৰ অিবহেন জন�া�� িনি�ত কিৰব
�নাৱািৰ। ৪৮ নং অনেু�দত কৃিষ আ� প�পালনৰ সংগঠনৰ িবষেয় আেলাচনা কৰা �হেছ। ইয়াত কৃিষ আ� প�পালনক
আধিুনক আ� �ব�ািনক ধাৰােৰ সংগ�ত কৰাৰ বােব পদে�প ল’বৈল ৰাজ�ক িনেদ�শ িদয়া �হেছ।  িবেশষৈক
জাতসমহূৰ সংৰ�ণ আ� উ�িতৰ বােব আ� গ� আ� �পাৱািল আ� অন�ান� গাখীৰ আ� �া� গ� বধ িনিষ� কৰাৰ
বােব পদে�প �হণ কিৰব লােগ। সংিবধানৰ ৪৮ -ক অনেু�দত �কাৱা �হেছ �য “ৰা�ই পিৰেৱশ সৰুি�ত আ� উ�ত
কৰাৰ লগেত �দশৰ বনা�ল আ� বন��াণী সৰুি�ত কৰাৰ বােব �চ�া কিৰব লািগব”।
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�কৱল �য সংিবধানৰ �কইশািৰমান বাক�েত এই সৰু�া িসিমত আেছ , �তেন নহয় । বৰ�, �ানীয় আ� গঁাও
পয�ায়েতা প�ায়তসমহূক মা� সংৰ�ণ, পানী ব�ৱ�াপনা, বন আ� পিৰেৱশ সুৰ�া আ� পিৰেৱশগত িদশৰ
�সাৰৰ দেৰ ব�ৱ�া �হণৰ বােব সংিবধানৰ অধীনত �মতা �দান কৰা �হেছ।

মঠুৰ ওপৰত িযদেৰ সংকিবধােন উ� িদহা সমহূ আগবঢ়াইেছ , �সইেবাৰ পালন কৰােটাও �েত�কজন ব�ি�েৰ
এেকা এেকাটা দািয়� তথা কত� ইব�ৰ িভতৰত পেৰ । ক'ব গ'�ল পিৰেৱশ সৰু�া আমাৰ সাং�� িতক মলূ�েবাধ আ�
পৰ�ৰাৰ অংশ। অথব�েবদত �কাৱা �হেছ �য “মানুহৰ �গ� পিৃথৱীত আেছ; এই জীৱ� জগতখন সকেলােৰ ি�য়
�ান; ইয়াত �কৃিতৰ দানৰ আশীব�াদ আেছ; মৰমলগা আ�াত জীয়াই থাকক”। পিৃথৱী আমাৰ �গ� আ� আমাৰ
�গ� ৰ�া কৰােটা আমাৰ কত� ব�। ভাৰতৰ সংিবধানত �কৃিতৰ সৰু�া আ� সংৰ�ণৰ কাঠােমা মূত�  কিৰ ত� িলেছ,
যাৰ অিবহেন জীৱন উপেভাগ কিৰব �নাৱািৰ। পিৰেৱশ সুৰ�া স�ক�য় সাংিবধািনক িবধানসমূহৰ �ান অিধক
জনসাধাৰণৰ অংশ�হণ, পিৰেৱশ সজাগতা, পিৰেৱশ িশ�া আ� পিৰেৱশ আ� পিৰেৱশ সংৰ�ণৰ বােব
জনসাধাৰণক সংেবদনশীল কিৰ ত� িলবৈল িদনেটাৰ �েয়াজনীয়তা।

Chitra Ranjan Gogoi

UG 2nd sem

Department of Economics

Cotton University
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তৃতীয় খ�ৰ অধীনত ভাৰতীয় সংিবধােন এেন �মৗিলক অিধকাৰৰ িন�য়তা �দান কিৰেছ িযেবাৰ �িতজন ব�ি�ৰ
িবকাশৰ বােব অপিৰহায� আ� িযেবাৰৰ বােব এজন ব�ি� �কৱল মানুহ �হাৱাৰ বােবই সহজাতভােৱ �াপ�।
পিৰেৱশৰ অিধকােৰা এেন এক অিধকাৰ যাৰ অিবহেন ব�ি�ৰ িবকাশ আ� �তওঁৰ স�ণূ� স�াৱনাৰ বা�ৱায়ন
স�ৱ নহ’ব। এই অংশৰ ২১, ১৪ আ� ১৯ নং অনেু�দ পিৰেৱশ সৰু�াৰ বােব ব�ৱহাৰ কৰা �হেছ।
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William Dawbney Nordhaus was born on May 31, 1941, in Albuquerque, New Mexico, U.S.A.
Nordhaus received the 2018 Nobel Prize for Economics for the contributions made by him to the
study of long-term economic growth and its relation to climate change. William Nordhaus’
findings deal with the interactions that take place between the society, the economy and
climate change. In  the mid-1990s, he created a quantitative model that illustrates the global
interplay between the economy and the climate. Nordhaus’ model examines the consequences
of climate policy interventions, such as carbon taxes

His interest in the environment can be traced back to his father’s passion for skiing. Skiing has
been the favourite sport of all lineal descendants of his father. It was his boyhood passion for
skiing, with its dependence on weather, that resulted in his interest in the Economics of
Climate Change. He was a student at Yale University and completed his PhD in 1967 at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Later, he commenced his teaching career at Yale,
eventually becoming a Sterling Professor of Economics and a professor in Yale’s School of
Forestry and Environmental Studies.

Since the 1970s, he has developed economic approaches to global warming. This includes the 
 construction of integrated economic and scientific models (the DICE and RICE models) to
determine the efficient path for coping with climate change, with the latest vintage, DICE-
2007, which was published in A Question of Balance (Yale University Press, 2008).
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Professor Nordhaus has also undertaken studies in areas like wage and price behaviour, health  
economics, augmented national accounting, the political business cycle, productivity, and the
“new economy.” His 1996 study of the economic history of lighting back to Babylonian times
found that the measurement of long-term economic growth has been remarkably
underestimated. He returned to Mesopotamian economics with a study that was published in
2002 before the war, of the costs of the U.S. war in Iraq. A cost as high as $2 trillion was
projected. Recently, he has also undertaken the “G-Econ project.” This project provides the
first comprehensive measures of economic activity at a geophysical scale.

Nordhaus has authored as well as edited over 20 books. He has also written several books on
global warming and climate change which is one of his primary research areas, including
Managing the Global Commons: The Economics of Climate Change (1994), which won the
"Publication of Enduring Quality" award in 2006 from the Association of Environmental and
Resource Economics. Another book, which he co-authored with Joseph Boyer, is Warming the
World: Economic Models of Global Warming (2000), The Climate Casino: Risk, Uncertainty,
and Economics for a Warming World. The latest book to be authored by him is The Spirit of
Green (2021). Nordhaus’s publications include works like A Question of Balance: Weighing the
Options on Global Warming Policies (2008), The Climate Casino: Risk, Uncertainty, and
Economics for a Warming World (2013), and various other scholarly papers.

Apart from the Nobel prize, he also has many other awards and recognitions under his belt.
Mr.Nordhaus was an economic advisor to President Jimmy Carter’s administration from 1977 to
1979. He has also served as the chairman of the Board of Directors of the Boston Federal
Reserve Bank between the year 2014 and 2015.

Nordhaus was awarded the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, 2018, which he shared 
with Paul Romer. The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences particularly recognized his efforts to
develop what is “an integrated assessment model”, i.e., a quantitative model that explains
the global interplay between the economy and the climate. This model integrates theories and
empirical results from the subjects of physics, chemistry and economics. Nordhaus' model is
now used to simulate how the economy and the climate co-evolve. His findings have
significantly broadened the scope of economic analysis by constructing models that explain
how the market economy interacts with nature.

Bhabarnav Das 
UG 4th Semester

Department of Economics
Cotton University
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The Department of Economics, Cotton University in sponsorship of the Indian
Council of Social Science Research – North Easter Regional Centre conducted a
7-day workshop on research methodology, from 1-7 July 2022. The workshop was
conducted in a blended model. Dr Rupon Basumatary and Dr Hemanta Barman,
Department of Economics, Cotton University were the coordinators of the
workshop.  Manisha Sarma, HoD, Department of Economics, Cotton University
was the advisor of the same. The workshop was hosted by Tanushree Baruah,
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics Cotton University.

The first day started with an inaugural session with the chief guest, Prof.
Bhagirathi Panda, Director of the ICSSR-NERC. There were 14 technical sessions
by eminent professors from different universities. The invited dignities include
Prof. Hiranya Kumar Nath, Department of Economics, Sam Houston State
University, USA; Prof. Rajarshi Majumder, Department of Economics, University
of Burdwan, West Bengal; Prof. Madhurjya Prasad Bezbaruah, Department of
Economics, Gauhati University, Assam; Prof. Debarshi Das, Humanities and
Social Sciences, Indian Institute of Technology, Guwahati, Assam; Prof.
Dibyojyoti Bhattacharya, Professor of Statistics, Assam University, Silchar,
Assam; Prof. Mrinal Kanti Dutta, Humanities and Social Sciences, IITG, Assam;
Prof. Ratul Mahanta, Professor of Economics, Gauhati University, Assam; Prof.
Joydeep Baruah, KKHSOU, Assam; Prof. Sambit Mallick, Humanities and Social
Sciences, IITG, Assam; Prof. Sanjay Kumar Singh, Department of Library Science
and Information Science, Gauhati University, Assam; Dr Daisy Das, Associate
Professor, Department of Economics, Cotton University, Assam and Dr Binoy
Goswami, Department of Economics, South Asian University, New Delhi.

On the last day of the workshop, there was a validatory session and the
participants shared their experiences throughout these seven days. Lastly, it
ended with a vote  of thanks by Dr Rupon Basumatary.

WORKSHOP ON REASEARCH METHODOLOGY
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PLANTATION
DRIVE

World Environment Day is celebrated every year
on 5th June, marking the importance of
conserving the environment and promoting
sustainable living. It is the United Nations’
principle vehicle in encouraging the awareness
and action needed for the protection of the
environment. The theme for the year 2022 was
“Only One Earth”, emphasizing on the absolute
need for protecting our planet.

In order to mark this occasion, team Artha-Patra, in collaboration with Eco-Forum,
Department of Economics, Cotton University took upon itself the initiative to
celebrate the day and thus, organized a ‘Plantation Drive’ under the remarkable
guidance and advice of Tanushree Baruah Ma’am, on 4th June, 2022, on account of
5th of June being a Sunday. 

The drive started at 11.00 A.M. at the MCB-BKB passage of Cotton University and the
occasion was graced by the presence of Manisha Sharma, HoD and Professors of the
department Dr Mitali Das, Dr Rupon Basumatary and Dr Hemanta Barman. 

10



The drive began with the plantation of the first sapling by HoD Manisha Sarma, along
with Dr. Rupon Basumatary and Dr.Hemanta Barman. Later on, saplings were planted
around the premises of the University by the students of the department and the
members of Artha-Patra. 

The HoD further advised the students to take care of the newly planted saplings and
has assigned the drive to be undertaken every year henceforth. 

The plantation drive was, thus, a major success, with the coming together of all the
batches of the under-graduate and post-graduate students of the department as
well as the faculty, who made it a success. The department is also grateful to the
gardeners who helped in the set-up of the plantation drive.
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Cotton University
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A Beautiful Mind
Language : English
Director: Ron Howard

“A Beautiful Mind” is a 2001 Hollywood movie,
loosely based on the life of mathematician, John
Nash, who won the Nobel Prize in Economics for
his work in game theory, more specifically, for
his renowned theory, the Nash Equilibrium. The
screenplay was also inspired by Sylvia Nasar’s
1997 biography on Nash.

A Beautiful Mind begins with Nash’s life at
Princeton University and goes on to portray the
schizophrenia that consumed John Nash’s life.
The paranoid episodes and the delusions of
people who do not exist unravel his life and lead
to devastating consequences for him.

Diving deep into his brilliance as well as his
schizophrenic tendencies, the movie brings to
life figments of John’s deliriums in the form of
Charles, Marcee and William Parcher, who are
completely fictitious. His imaginary friend,
Charles, comes into the picture during his
Princeton days and encourages him to pursue his
theories while the mysterious William Parcher of
the United States Department of Defense causes
the onset of an obsession for finding patterns in
magazines that could lead him to thwart Soviet
invasion plans. These imaginary scenarios
disrupt both his personal and professional life,
leading to an intervention by his wife as well as
a psychologist, Dr. Rosen. A Beautiful Mind is a
fast paced narrative, providing a look into one of
the most brilliant minds in mathematical  

economics that battled with such tendencies that
could break a person apart. The movie ends with
the reception of the Nobel Prize by Nash who is
still haunted by the ghosts of his past and thus,
showcases how mental illness can lead to a life of
constant pain.

The movie, directed by Ron Howard, has Russell
Crowe as the lead, playing John Nash and he does
it to perfection as he portrays the specific state of
mind that haunted the man. All in all, A Beautiful
Mind is a wonderful movie, worth a watch; atleast
for anyone who is interested in either learning
about economists or in the topics of psychology.

Sweta Singhal
PG 2nd Semester

Department of Economics
Cotton University
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A Thousand Splendid Suns 

"One could not count the moons that shimmer on her roof 
Or the thousand splendid suns that hide behind her walls"

Very rarely do you come across books that

make you bawl. A lot of books have been

written which succeed in making you shed

the occasional tear or even a proper cry. But

only a few leave you bawling until there is

someone to console you. A Thousand

Splendid Suns, without a doubt, falls into the

latter category. Like Hosseini's other works,

this is also set in Afghanistan and narrates

the story of two Afghan women, Mariam

and Laila from the 1960s to the early 2000s,

spanning from the Soviet invasion to the

Taliban takeover. How life gets the better of

them from a young age to their eventual

marriages to an abusive husband amidst the

backdrop of war torn Afghanistan forms the

crux of the story.

The book is written in a dual narrative as it

takes time to establish its leads to the

reader. It begins with Mariam at the age of

nine, having lived her whole life branded a

'harami'- the illegitimate child of a wealthy

man, Jalil Khan. An incident after her

fifteenth birthday makes her realise how

hollow his love for her had been till that

point- something which shatters her which is

amplified when she returns home and finds

about her mother's suicide. She is married

off to a shoemaker in Kabul, Rasheed, a man

in his forties.

Rasheed, who himself had seen a lot of pain

with the loss of his wife and son, was a very

conventional man who insisted that Mariam

wear a burqa. But at a point, Mariam felt

maybe the sadness within them made both

of them compatible. However, a series of

miscarriages erases Mariam's existence from  

his house and life, reducing her to a woman

who simply cooked and cleaned while he

found ways to fault and beat her. Mariam

would hold on, for she had nothing to go

back to after she vowed to never see her

father when he married her off. 

Then comes the Soviet invasion and the story

shifts to another kid, Laila. Hosseini

possesses the ability to make even the most

mundane things come alive with his

description. Laila grows up mostly without

the heavenly sensation of motherly love, for

her mother had long surrendered herself to

her room where she longed for her sons

Ahmed and Noor who had joined the

Mujahideen to fight against the Soviets and

lost their lives in the process.

Nirlov Haloi
UG 4th Semester

Department of Economics
Cotton University
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জীৱনৰ বাটত

অসমীয়া সািহত�ৰ �িহতযশা সািহিত�ক িবিৰি�
কুমাৰ ব�ৱােদেৱ 'বীণা ব�ৱা’ ছ�নামত ৰচনা কৰা
'জীৱনৰ বাটত' উপন�াসখন সািহত�জগতৰ
কালজয়ী স�ৃ। এই উপন�াসখন  ১৯৪৪ চনত
�কািশত �হিছল। ��খনৰ জিৰয়েত �াধীনতাৰ
আগৰ কালদচাৱাত অসমৰ সামািজক, ৰাজৈনিতক,
অথ�ৈনিতক তথা �সই সময়ৰ পিৰেৱশ এটা অিত
স�ুৰ �পত ব�ৱােদেৱ পাঠকৰ আগত উপ�াপন
কিৰেছ। উপন�াসখনৰ মলূ চিৰ� �হেছ 'তগৰ'।

উপন�াসখনৰ কািহনীেটা চমুৈক এেনধৰণৰ: মৰঙীৰ
�জাবৎসল �মৗেজাদাৰ �ভাগ�ৰ জীেয়ক আইেদউৰ িবয়া
উপলে� �মৗেজাদাৰৰ পুেতক আ� তাৰ ব�ু কমলাকা�
�মৗেজাদাৰৰ ঘৰৈল আিহেছ। তােত �মৗেজাদাৰৰ চ�বুৰীয়া
বাপুৰাম বৰাৰ জীেয়ক তগৰৰ লগত কমলাকা�ৰ �দখা - �দিখ
হয়। �থম দ�ৃেত দেুয়া দেুয়ােৰ �মত পেৰ আ� এিদন সুেয়াগ
বুজী তগৰক এ� �সাণৰ আঙ�� িপ�ায়।

�াধীনতা আে�ালনত �যাগ িদয়া ধৰণীৰ �জলত থােকঁােতই  �ৰত ভ�িগ মৃত� � হল। �তিতয়া তগদৰই সকেলা
দািয়� মূৰ পািত লব লগীয়া হল। তাৰিপছত কমলাকা� চাকিৰসূে� পুনৰ ৰহাৈল আেহ। তােত প�ী সু�ভােয়
কাম কাজত সহায় কিৰবৈল তগৰক কাম কৰা িহচােপ ৰােখ, িক� এিদন চ�িৰ সং�া�ীয় ঘটনা এটাত
কমলাকা�ৰ ঘৰত �সই �সাণৰ আঙ��েটা উ�াৰ হয়, �তিতয়া  কমলাকা�ৰ মনত অেনক �ৃিতেয় ভ�মুিক মােৰ।

উপন�াসখনত 'তগৰ' চিৰ�ৰ ত�াগ, ��ম, ক�, �ধয�� ইত�ািদ  �ণ সঁচাই মািনবলগীয়া। �াধীনতাৰ আগেতা
আমাৰ সমাজত �য দনু�িত, িহংসা আিদ ব�ািধ আিছল, �সইেবাৰ আিম ইয়াৰ �াৰা জািনব পােৰা। উপন�াসখনৰ
িকছ�মান কথাই �মাক আকৃ� কেৰ। পথাৰৰ মােজেৰ �যাৱা গ� গাড়ীৰ দশৃ�ই �মাক গঁাৱৈল টািন �ল যায়।
তােৰাপিৰ, �দশ �াধীন কৰাত ধৰণীৰ দেৰ লʼৰােবাৰৰ যেথ� অহিৰণা িদেছ। উপন�াসখন স�ূণ� সামািজকধম�।
উপন�াসখনৰ আৰ�িণেত 'তগৰ'এ গাইেছ

“পৰমপু�ষ পীউ  �ভিল মুৰাৰী,
 জনম সফল �ব� হামািৰ। 

 নািহ �মােহ �সৗভািগনী মাই”

উপন�াসখন এখন অধ�য়েন মানুহক যিদ �দশ আ� দশৰ হেক িকবা এটা কিৰবৈল অনুে�ৰণা িদেয়, �তে� মই
ভােবা পুিহখন সঁচা অথ�ত এখন সফল পুিথ। বীণা ব�ৱাৰ 'জীৱনৰ বাটত' উপন�াসখনৰ অধ�য়নৰ িপছত �দশৰ
বােব িকবা এটা কিৰবৈল  ই�া জােগ। তােৰাপিৰ পুিথ এখন পিঢ় তাৰ পৰা নত�ন িকবা এটা িশিকব পািৰেল 
 মনত আন� জে�। 'জীৱনৰ বাটত' উপন�াসখন এইে��ত সঁাচাৈক উপােদয়।
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িক� চহৰত উ� পদ� চাকিৰ পাই কমলাকা� পনুৰ চহৰৈল
উভিত যায় আ� তােতই স�া� পিৰয়ালৰ �ছাৱালী স�ুভাক
িবয়া কেৰ। আনহােত, তগৰেকা �দউতাক বাপৰুােম গঁাৱেৰ
ধৰণী নামৰ এজন যৱুকৈল িবয়া িদেয়। ধৰণীৰ লগত িবয়া
�হাৱাৰ িপছতপছত ��থমেত তগৰৰ �িত শা�েৱকৰ ব�ৱহাৰ
ভাল নািছল িক� �থম স�ান কমিলনীৰ আগমেন �তওঁৰ
ব�ৱহাৰ িকছ�  পিৰবত�ন কেৰ।
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The dark clouds covered the summer sky, 
Giving heart a hope of relief from the scorching day. 
Gust of cold winds of monsoon, 
And then tender droplets start falling. 
The pleasant sound of falling rain isn’t it like a calm music? Melody of
life, 
The fragrant air, a saccharine smell of earth. 
O' rain you truly are a poem of nature. 
A miracle of God that heals the ailing life. 
I sat near my window, holding a warm cup of tea, 
Tiny droplets racing to bottom of the hazy glass, 
I gazed at the beautiful rain, the trees dancing in it and a foggy peaceful
setting.  
Oh how beautiful the rain is? 
And my heart started filling with memories, 
Of a young boy and lazy days. 
As school breaks early and I sat sail on my paper boat, 
Aboard a voyage to seven seas of imaginations. 
My heart grown up now, but little boy in me dances, 
To alluring melodies of the falling rain. 
Oh how magical the rain is? 
Washing the dust off and healing my soul. 
Oh how poetic the rain is? 
With many feelings it fills your heart, doesn’t it?

An Ode to Rain

Pritam Banik
UG 4th Semester

 Department of Economics
Cotton University
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When it Rains,  

The sky sends droplets of love to the earth,  
As a gift to his beloved 

The earth blushes, giving off it's sweet fragrance 
The flowers bloom with joy while the trees glisten

with tears of happiness 
The sky chuckles and flashes itself with lightning of

glory, Showing off it's imposing aura , 
which sends shivers down the mortals' spines 

Through winds that blow and raindrops that flow,  
the earth and sky communicate, talking about 

The love they share and separation they bear 
The time to bid farewell then comes yet again,  
The earth says "bye" to her beloved, teary eyed 

And the sky chuckles, as if comforting her  
That he is right there with her 

The lovers then smile at each other in silence 
Hoping to converse again soon.......

When it Rains

Urmilita Tamuli
UG 2nd semester
Department of Economics
Cotton University
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�কৃিতত জীৱনাব�ৃ 
 

জীৱনৰ নাও চিলেছ অহৰহ
হাতত বঠা �ল মেয়া ৰাওনা
বােৰ বােৰ �ঢৗেৱ খিু�য়াই

বতাহৰ �কােব নাও ট�লংু ভ�ট�ং কেৰ।
 

এজাক ধমুহুা বকুু �ভিদ আেহ
�মাৰ মেনও উ�ল থ�ুল লগায়
�বািহত �ঢৗৰ লহেৰ লহেৰ

আ�ানৰ শ�ধিন �জিৰ উেঠ ।
 

�নৰ �কাবাল �সাতঁত 
অেনক ভাৱনা উ� ভােহ
পৰেক পৰেক সমেয়া বাগেৰ
সাধনােবাৰ গভীৰতম �হ পেৰ ।

 
বৰষণুৰ �টাপালত জীপাল ধৰণী
�মাৰ সেপােনা সজীৱ �হ উেঠ

িনজেক সৱলী কৰাৰ
জনমানসত িজিলকাই �তালাৰ ।

 
নীিলম অ�ৰৰ ��তা 
ডাৱৰক অিত�ম কিৰ
অতীতৰ সজা ভািগ

মেয়া আগবােঢ়া অিব�ােসেৰ ।
Sunsuki Ramchiary
UG 4th Semester
Department of Economics
Cotton University
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NEWS
The World in a Headline

29

Droupadi Murmu becomes the  15th President of India. 
India’s Eight Core Industries post robust growth of 18.1 per
cent in May this year.
WHO moves to roll out the first malaria vaccine in three
African countries.
World Environment Day was celebrated on 5th June with its
theme "Only One Earth"
The Government of India, as part of the "Act East policy",
organized the “Act East Through Northeast: Connectivity
Conclave" on 27th May 2022 in Guwahati.
The Central Consumer Protection Authority (CCPA) barred
hotels and restaurants from levying Service Charges
automatically or by default on food bills.
All India Radio, Srinagar begins Amarnathji Yatra Special
Broadcast from Baltal Base Camp.
Novak Djokovic wins his fourth successive Wimbledon Title
while Elena Rybakina lifts the Ladies' Singles Champion Title.




